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Reviewer’s report:

Smoking and prostate cancer: a life course analysis

This manuscript assesses the gold standards of measuring smoking exposures in relation to prostate cancer and provides an alternative that takes changes in smoking intensity over the lifetime into account. This is a useful paper that can contribute to the literature with the following comments addressed:

1- page 4: this is the first instance where differentiation is used to describe "risk". The word risk is being misused in this context. Cases already have cancer and this is not a survival study. Therefore, you should compare the term differentiated with "aggressive", not risk. For example, well differentiated tumors are less aggressive (not low risk!). Poorly differentiated tumors are highly aggressive. This needs to be addressed throughout the manuscript

2- page 6 line 100: the calculation for the cumulative smoking lifespan index included dividing "by 20". Why 20? Is there a reference for this calculation?

3- page 6 line 119-121. The last sentence is very unclear.

4- page 7, line 142: smoking intensity needs to be defined here. What are the units? What time frame is considered (if any)?

5- Page 8 line 171-172: Thus far you have provided three groups when describing the Gleason score: [well differentiated or low-risk (Gleason ≤6), moderately differentiated (Gleason 7), or poorly differentiated (Gleason ≥8)]. Yet when providing results of how many cases were classified for each, you don't provide information for each group. Seeing 73.6% of your cases classified as poorly differentiated or highly aggressive (not high risk) concerns the reader that there may not be enough variability in your dataset to assess all variables mentioned

5- page 10 line 190: by providing information in the text that was found in your study, you are, in fact, providing data. "Data not shown" is not needed

6- page 10, lines 193-195: The patterns you identify are crucial to this manuscript and need to be better defined. What is "low" intensity? When "followed by an increase" how much of an increase is relevant? What does "higher smoking intensity" mean? These phrases need to be quantified if they are to be useful in future studies.
7- page 10 Figure 1: These figures are unclear. Because of the black lines, it is difficult to discern the patterns mentioned. I recommend you change the color of the lines based on the pattern they represent. Also, there seems to be other patterns present (a subset that increases a lot and then divides into different directions. What kind of pattern do these people fit into? There needs to be a more quantitative measure of these patterns to justify their use.

8- Table 2: The purpose of table is unclear. What is the relevance of understanding these variables in controls only? It would be more informative to see these results directly compared to cases.

9- Table 4: footnote a) should be split into two footnotes, it is difficult to tell which models are being referred to.

10- page 14 line 249: it is more appropriate to use "probability" than "possibility".

11- page 14 lines 251-258: see comment about about using "risk". Please fix the grammar in this paragraph.

12- Table 5: what is "all" referring to? All Gleason scores? So essentially you are testing to see if smoking status/cessation time is associated with PC overall? This is unclear.
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